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The presence of multiple de novo genome assemblies and de novo annotations for a 87 single species or multiple closely related species provides a useful dataset for such algorithms. 88
By identifying the co-linear regions within each reference and linking the homologous genes 89 across the annotations, researchers can discover discrepancies between gene models in the 90 different genome assemblies. One particularly insidious discrepancy is when two distinct gene 91 models in one annotation correspond to non-overlapping parts of a single, merged gene in the 92 alternative annotation, commonly known as split-gene misannotation (10) . These can have 93 major impacts on functional predictions, estimates of expression, as well as downstream 94
analyses. Here, we present a method to compare annotations and automatically detect 95 potential split-gene misannotations, and subsequently determine which gene model (merged vs 96 split) is likely correct, using transcript abundance estimates from short-read sequence data. 97
Expression data from multiple tissues is standard input for most annotation pipelines (1), so in 98 most cases, it should exist by virtue of having produced an annotation. This generic method 99 accommodates all standard RNAseq libraries, including single-end and non-stranded 100 preparations. 101
The difficulty of the annotation process, and thus the prevalence of errors, will vary 102 greatly across study systems due to factors such as current and/or ancient polyploidy, 103 transposable element (TE) content, and gene density throughout the genome . Maize is a good 104 case system in which to test our misannotation detection method as it is an ancient polyploid 105 with high TE content including TEs that are in close proximity to gene models. We analyzed de 106 novo annotations from three maize genome assemblies, including W22 (11), B73 (12, 13), and 107 7 types and amounts of validating data. The annotation for B73 is currently in its fourth version, 139
whereas W22 and PH207 are in their second and first version, respectively. Annotation of B73 140 was based on six evidence types, including long-(PacBio IsoSeq) and short-read RNAseq, 141 optical mapping, full length cDNAs (from BACs), and orthologous protein sequences (12). The 142 IsoSeq expression data from B73 was also utilized for annotation of W22 as well as short read 143 data and optical mapping specific to W22 (11). The PH207 annotation only included standard 144 short-read RNAseq data from PH207 (14). All annotations were produced using the MAKER-P 145 pipeline (15) (with a modification for long-read expression data for B73 and W22) and contain 146 approximately the same number of genes (~40k). Due to the lesser data used for the genome 147 and annotation of PH207, the completeness and accuracy are predictably lower for PH207. 148 149
Identification of Maize Candidate Genes 150
Alignments generated using nucmer covered a large portion of the genome with the 151 greatest total alignment length between B73 and W22 (1.07 Gb; ~46%). Pairwise alignments 152 with PH207 covered a much lower (~37%) proportion of the genome, regardless of whether it 153 was aligned to B73 or W22. Furthermore, the alignments with PH207 were broken up into many 154 smaller aligned regions (~60% of the average length in B73 x W22; Supp. Table 1 ). From the 155 syntenic homology pipeline ( Figure 1A ) for each pairwise comparison, we found >20k one-to-156 one homologs (with the greatest number identified in the B73 x W22 comparison, likely due to 157 the shared IsoSeq data) and 1.2 -2.3 thousand instances of one-to-many homology across the 158 pairwise comparisons (with the greatest numbers identified for comparisons involving PH207; 159 Fig. 1C ; list of one-to-one and one-to-many homologous genes in Supp. File 1 and 2, 160 respectively). The dominant scenario was for multiple genes in PH207 to correspond to a single 161 gene in either B73 or W22. However, in 37% (comparison to B73) and 44% (comparison to 162 W22) of these instances, the split PH207 genes were on opposite strands, and and often 163 overlapping (Supp. Table 2), perhaps indicative of overannotation of antisense transcription 164 8 events in PH207. Such opposite and overlapping split-genes were also observed in B73 and 165 W22, but to a much lesser extent (Supp. Table 2) . 166 Nonetheless, after filtering the remaining candidates to remove possible tandem 167 duplications and retain only expressed genes, there remained substantially more split-gene 168 candidates (Corroborated + Unique = 507 + 307 = 814; Fig. 1D ) in PH207 versus B73 (481) and 169 W22 (525). Furthermore, the number of split-gene candidates in PH207 that were found to 170 correspond to a single gene in both B73 and W22 (i.e. they were 'Corroborated'; Fig 1D) is 171 much higher than the 'Corroborated' B73 and W22 split-gene candidates combined. This is 172 again concordant with comparatively less data used for the PH207 annotation, where for 173 example, a lowly-expressed gene in PH207 might lack the coverage necessary to generate a 174 full-length assembled transcript, resulting in annotation of multiple genes instead of the single, 175 true gene. 176
Considering these split-genes along with the merged genes to which they correspond, 177 our analysis concerns 1275, 1383, and 2125 genes in the W22, B73, and PH207 annotations, 178 respectively, corresponding to roughly 3 -5% of all genes contained in these annotations. 179
Attributes of these genes tend to be comparable in many regards to the one-to-one homologous 180 genes, except that they are usually nearer to neighboring genes and show more tissue specific 181 expression (Supp. Fig 1) . 182
183
Classification of Maize Split-Merge Candicate Genes Using the M2f Metric 184
For each of the split-gene candidates identified with the syntenic homology pipeline 185 (Fig1A), we sought to determine the gene model(s) with greatest support (i.e., should the split-186 genes remain split or be merged into a single gene?) using our M2f metric. The observed 187 distributions of M2f for the split-gene candidates from each annotation are presented in Figure  188 3A, along with the threshold values (dotted lines) from the simulated, null distributions. We 189 observe clear differences in the overall distributions of the M2f metric across the different 190 9 genotypes ( Figure 3A , Table 1 ), which leads predictably to differences in the number of split-191 gene candidates classified as either merged (i.e., the annotation in which the split-genes were 192 annotated as a single gene is supported) or split (i.e., the separate, split-gene annotation is 193 supported) ( Figure 3A to the other annotations ( Figure 3A , Table 1 ), indicating that many of these are likely 198 misannotations and should be merged as they have been annotated in either W22 and/or B73 199 ( Figure 3B ). Out of the 1129 sets of split-gene candidates in the PH207 annotation that were 200 identified in either the comparison with B73 or W22, we found 505 that should be merged 201 versus only 162 that should remain as separate genes. We were unable to make classification 202 for 462 candidate sets based on the 10th and 90th percentiles of the simulated distributions. 203
We observed the opposite pattern for split-gene candidates in the high-evidence B73 annotation 204
(96 split-genes should be merged, 170 should remain as separate genes despite being merged 205 in PH207 or W22, and 240 were unable to be called), where the separate gene models tended 206 to have higher support based on M2f. The B73 gene model(s) tended to be favored by the M2f 207 metric overall in comparison with either W22 or PH207, in line with B73 having the deepest 208 evidence sources used to develop the annotation. 209
Having multiple pairwise comparisons also allows us to determine the consistency of 210 the M2f metric. We consider instances where a single gene in one annotation corresponded to 211 multiple genes in both of the alternative annotations. This provides two M2f values for this 212 single gene, which should be correlated if M2f is sensitive to the underlying biological truth. In 213 Figure 3C , we plot this correlation in M2f metrics for each annotation. In this plot, the "B73 x 214 W22" correlation concerns the single PH207 genes that correspond to multiple genes in both 215 10 corresponding to multiple genes in both PH207 and B73 (B73 vs. PH207 correlation = 0.85), 217 followed by B73 (PH207 vs. W22 correlation = 0.68) and PH207 (B73 vs. W22 correlation = 218 0.66). While these correlations are imperfect, they rarely lead to conflicting classifications 219 ( Figure 3D ) and, typically, the M2f value trends in the same direction even if the gene model 220 does not pass the null distribution thresholds. Of the 320 instances where a single gene 221 corresponds to two or more split-genes in both of the alternate annotations, only five (1.56%) 222 are in conflict (i.e. M2f supports merging the split-genes for one of the alternative annotations, 223 while the other alternative annotation suggests the genes should be kept separate, or vice 224 versa; Figure 3D ). 225
To further test the robustness and validity of our approach we investigated a number of 226 potential confounding factors (Supp. Figs 2-4) that could impact classification of genes based on 227 the M2f metric. First, we examined if genes that produce multiple isoforms have inflated M2f 228 values. We compared the M2f distributions for B73 genes with multiple isoforms versus single 229 isoforms (Supp. Fig 2) and found a slight inflation of M2f values for genes with multiple isoforms 230 (Median M2f of 1.41 vs 1.59 for single and multi-isoform genes, respectively, within the split-231 gene candidates). Although this bias is slight, it serves to emphasize the role of the simulations 232 in protecting against potential artifacts. As long as the simulated data is representative of our 233 split-gene candidates (multiple isoform genes, in this case, are not over-represented in our 234 candidates), the simulated null distribution will include this M2f inflation, thus protecting against 235 misclassification due to this artifact. Notably, in our study, multi-isoform genes within our B73 236 candidates are less frequent in the empirical data (0.54) than to either the simulated split genes 237 (0.64) or the simulated merged genes (0.59). We also explored the impact of exon number on 238 our M2f metric and found that there is little impact of exon number on the distribution of M2f 239 values (Supp. Fig 3) . Finally, we explored the impact of using annotations from the different 240 genome assemblies to set the thresholds for setting the 10 th and 90 th percentiles, and found the 241 thresholds were highly similar across the genomes (Supp. Fig 4) . 242 11 243
Features of Classified Maize Genes 244
We explored features of the classified genes to determine if there were common 245 features that could be informative in improving future automated annotation efforts. Genes that 246 were originally annotated as a single/merged gene model but were determined to be split based 247 on the M2f metric tended to be longer ( Figure 4B ) and have more exons (Supp. Figure 6A ). 248
Merged gene models supported by our M2f metric (MS = merged supported) were longer than 249 the misannotated, merged genes (MNS = merged not supported); yet, MS genes have 250 comparatively fewer exons than MNS genes (Supp. Fig 6A and C) . The long, exon-sparse MS 251 genes may be more likely to be missing reads spanning particular exon-exon junctions and, 252 thus, be more prone to being misannotated as multiple genes (particularly when relying on 253 short-read RNAseq data). 254
Generally, the split-gene candidates (including genes originally annotated as split, along 255 with their merged counterparts in the alternate annotations), tend to be closer to other genes as 256 compared to the genes with one-to-one homology across all three annotations (median distance 257 of 3.6kb versus 4.1kb). This suggests that gene dense regions may be more prone to split-gene 258 misannotations, and that these misannotations may be more frequent in species with smaller, 259 gene-dense genomes. Looking within the split-gene candidates (all categories except for "One-260 to-one" in Figure 4 ), we found that when split gene annotation is supported, the components of 261 the unsupported merged gene tend to be closer together. This suggests that the distance 262 between these components contributed to the misannotation as a merged gene, potentially 263 through a mechanisms like transcriptional read through of proximate genes. We observed the 264 opposite trend in the PH207 annotation, but only for the split-genes in PH207 that correspond to 265 a single gene in W22 (SNS distance = 3.6kb; SS distance = 5.3kb). 266
We also investigated whether expression differed between supported and unsupported 267 annotations. Overall, expression abundance did not markedly differ from that seen in the one-12 to-one genes (Supp. Fig 6A) . One slight exception is for the genes that were incorrectly 269 annotated as a single, merged gene (MNS), where there is a higher density of high expression 270 for these "genes." Increased expression of one or multiple proximate, distinct genes may 271 increase the likelihood of producing chimeric transcripts (e.g. via transcriptional read through), 272 thus promoting incorrect annotation as a single, merged gene. Tissue-specificity of expression 273 differed markedly between classification categories (Supp Fig 5B, D) , particularly for the highly 274 tissue-specific genes (Sup Fig 5D) . We found that split-gene annotations (both SS and SNS) 275
were more likely to result when expression of one of the genes was highly tissue-specific, 276
whereas merged gene annotations (both MS and MNS) occured more often when expression 277 was less tissue-specific. Interestingly, within each of these categories, the subset of supported 278 annotations (as determined by our M2f metric) tended to be more tissue-specific than the 279 nonsupported annotations (Supp. Fig 5D) . 280
The Annotation Edit Distance (AED) is a common annotation quality metric that can be 281 used to summarize the differences between an annotated gene model and the supporting 282 evidence (16). We find that the AED reported by MAKER-P for the B73 and PH207 annotation 283 is consistently higher for split-gene candidates as compared to the one-to-one homologs (Fig  284   4C ), indicating lower quality of these gene models, generally. Notably, the AED of 285 nonsupported annotations (SNS and MNS) is higher than the supported annotations (SS and 286 MS). However, the AED distributions of supported and nonsupported split-gene annotations are 287 largely overlapping; thus, while AED is sensitive to split-gene misannotation, it cannot be used 288 to robustly identify incorrectly merged or split gene models. 289
We find that nonsupported annotations in B73 have lower or no IsoSeq coverage as 290 compared to supported annotated gene models ( Fig 4D) . Both of the nonsupported annotation 291 categories (SNS and MNS) have the highest proportion of genes with no long-read support 292 (SNS = 0.54 and MNS = 0.58 versus SS = 0.42 and MS = 0.32). When we consider only the 293 genes that have long-read support, there tend to be fewer supporting reads for the 294 13 nonsupported annotation categories, particularly when B73 has an nonsupported, merged gene 295 that M2f suggests should be split (Median number of IsoSeq cDNAs for MNS = 4 and SNS = 7 296 versus MS = 11 and SS = 8). 297 298
Consequences of Split-Gene Misannotations on Biological Findings 299
We explored the consequences of split-gene misannotations for biological inference that 300 rely heavily on the annotation, namely expression-based analyses. Comparing across 301 genotypes, we found that genes that are one-to-one homologs show a much tighter correlation 302 in normalized expression (r = 0.92) than the correlation between supported split-genes and their 303 corresponding (nonsupported) single, merged gene(r = 0.43; Figure 5A ; SS category in Figure  304 4). If two distinct genes are incorrectly annotated as a single gene, the estimated expression for 305 the single gene will be an average of the expression of the two loci. Unless the two loci happen 306 to be expressed similarly, this average will likely be more dissimilar from either of the two 307 distinct genes than if we were to compare expression with the true homologs (i.e. if the 308 misannotated merged gene was correctly annotated as two distinct genes). The dissimilarity 309 may be further amplified by normalization procedures that scale read counts by the length of the 310 feature over which expression is being measured. For an equivalent number of reads, the 311 longer, merged gene model will have lower normalized expression. On the other hand, when 312 the single, merged gene was supported, we found a very tight correlation between the 313 expression of this gene and the corresponding (nonsupported) split-genes (r = 0.99; Supp. 314 Figure 7) . 315
Poor estimations of transcript abundance for split-gene candidates presumably will have 316 consequences on inference of differential expression as well as differential exon usage. For 317 example, the two PH207 genes in Figure 5B are differentially expressed albeit in opposite 318 directions across the immature ear and anthers, yet these differences cancel out when we test 319 for differential expression of the single, merged gene as annotated in W22 ( Figure 5B) . 320 14 Similarly, Figure 5C illustrates improper inference of differential exon usage of the left-most 321 exon in two of the tissues, when in fact, this exon is a distinct (and differentially expressed) 322 single-exon gene according to our results. Across all of the nonsupported merged genes, there 323 is an abundance of differential exon usage as compared to the supported merged genes ( Figure  324   5D ), suggesting that unsupported merged gene models lead to false inference of differential 325 exon usage. We also observed this trend for the DEseq analysis, albeit to a lesser degree 326 (Supp. Figure 8) . A much higher proportion of exons are inferred to be differentially used across 327 tissues for these nonsupported gene models, which is expected when the nonsupported merged 328 gene is composed of two or more multi-exon genes (Supp. Figure 9 ). Therefore, these types of 329 misannotations are highly predisposed for misinference of underlying biological processes. 330
331
Discussion 332
Accurate gene models are of paramount importance in the era of genomics. While the 333 bioinformatics community continues to develop and improve tools for the prediction of gene 334 models (i.e. annotation), the burden of verifying and, if necessary, correcting these predictions is 335 largely spread across the individuals invested in researching the particular organism. 336
Bioinformaticians can do more to facilitate this process by developing methods that flag/correct 337 misannotated genes, preferably without requiring the generation of additional data. We have 338 described a comparative approach to identify potential split-gene misannotations across 339 annotations of individuals within a species or closely related species, and a method to infer the 340 correct annotation using pre-existing RNAseq data. 341
Though our approach is based on short-read RNAseq data, the utility of long-read 342 expression data is clear in our results. PH207, which was the only annotation that did not utilize 343 long-read data, exhibited substantially more split-gene misannotations than W22 and B73 344 combined. A single long read can capture all of the exon-exon junctions, whereas observations 345 on one or more junctions are more likely to be missing with short-read sequencing due to 346 15 random variation in sequencing coverage. In line with this, we find split-gene misannotations 347 are more often associated with lowly-expressed and/or tissue-specific genes. 348
We have, however, shown that even annotations that are based on long-read data will 349 still contain split-gene misannotations. These misannotations are not due to the long-reads per 350 se; they more likely result whenever long-read data is unavailable for a particular gene and 351 short-reads are sparse (e.g. lowly expressed genes). Our method capitalizes on the fact that 352 these same genes may be more highly expressed in other genotypes, thus providing more 353 complete evidence of the underlying gene model. The more salient issue with long-reads (and 354 short-reads, for that matter) is the potential for aberrant transcriptional readthrough events that 355 encourage improper merging of adjacent gene models (17). Fortunately, such events ought to 356 be detected by our method, as these merged genes will more likely show highly inconsistent 357 expression patterns. 358
In its current implementation, our method will not detect all instances of split-gene 359 misannotations. Thus, we may underestimate the abundance of split-gene misannotations. 360
The most obvious cause of non-detection would be if the gene(s) were consistently 361 misannotated across all of the annotations being compared, in which case we would identify 362 these genes as one-to-one homologs. However, by increasing the number of independent 363 annotations considered, we should increase the odds that at least one annotation possessed 364 the correct gene model. We also are only considering split-gene candidates where both of the 365 split genes are expressed. Our attempts to handle the 0-expression genes introduced clear 366 artifacts in our M2f metric, though an alternative or modified metric could possibly accommodate 367 these scenarios. Lastly, we cannot strictly discriminate between truly split genes and certain 368 scenarios of a single gene with multiple isoforms. Our simulation framework will partly protect 369 against M2f inflation from multiple isoforms, since multiple isoform genes were well-represented 370 in the simulated split or merged genes. However, a multi-isoform gene in which the 371 predominant isoform is simply a truncated version of the longest isoform may still result in false 372 positives via our approach. For these reasons, we view our method as a high-throughput 373 means of flagging potential misannotations and suggesting the correct gene model, in order to 374 facilitate the manual curation process of the larger community (8, 9) . 375 376
Conclusions 377
In summary, as additional de novo genome assemblies and annotations are produced, 378 the greater the opportunity to identify and correct errors and inconsistencies. We have 379 described a method to facilitate this process for split-gene misannotations, which we have 380 demonstrated can strongly bias a range of biological estimates. Given that the required input 381 Table 3 for total reads per sample). We checked the 410 quality of each file with fastqc (version 0.11.7) (20) and subsequently performed adapter-and 411 quality-trimming with cutadapt (version 1.16; quality threshold of 20 and minimum retained 412 length of 30 bp) (21). We used STAR (version 020201; (22)) to align RNAseq reads to each of 413 the reference genomes on a per-exon basis, allowing for 50 bp of overhanging sequence on 414 either side of the putative splice junctions (--sjdbOverhang 50). We sorted, indexed, and filtered 415 (MQ > 2) bam files with samtools (version 1.6; (23)). To count RNAseq reads for each exon, we 416
used HTseq (version 0.10.0) (24) with the stranded option set to "no" and a minimum quality of 417 0 (since bams were pre-filtered). For each exon, we calculated normalized expression as the 418 number of transcripts per million (TPM), which was chosen based on its ability to compare 419 across libraries (25). We filtered out any exons less than 50bp in length as this will influence 420 our ability to map reads to these exons with our 50 bp reads. Identifying syntenic homologs across each annotation was done in two steps, which 427 included identifying large blocks of synteny between the genomes and comparing specific 428 BLAST searches within those large blocks ( Figure 1A) . For the first step, we used nucmer 429 (version 3.1) for each pairwise combination of genomes (26), requiring anchor matches to be 430 unique in both reference and query ("--mum" flag) as well as a minimum cluster length (--c) of 431 1000 bp. We used default settings for the remaining options. We ran the delta-filter utility within 432
the Mummer suite to identify the longest mutually consistent set of matches (-g flag) with a 433 minimum alignment uniqueness of 75% (-u flag). Finally, we used the show-coords utility to 434 convert the output into a table set of coordinates. 435
For the second step, we began by performing an all-by-all BLAST (blastn) using the 436 databases described in the previous section and retaining only the matches with an E-value < 437 1e-4. If there were multiple matches between a given query and subject gene pair, we kept only 438 the single best match based on E-value (length of matching bases was used in case of 439 equivalent E-values). We then filtered matches based on whether the subject and query CDS 440 were within the same nucmer-established syntenic regions (± 500kb on each side). Lastly, we 441 searched for instances where proximal subject genes (within five gene models as determined by 442 numeric suffix of gene IDs) matched the same query gene. From this, we classified each query 443 gene as having: 1.) no corresponding gene in the alternative annotation, 2.) a single 444 corresponding gene, or 3.) multiple corresponding genes. We then looked for overlap among 445 the reciprocal BLASTs to confirm syntenic homologous relationships. In the case of a single 446 gene corresponding to multiple genes in one direction, we required that the multiple genes 447 19 correspond exclusively to the single gene from the other reference. From the one-to-multiple 448 syntenic homologies, we isolated the potential split-gene misannotations by requiring that the 449 "multiple" genes are: 1.) not annotated as overlapping, 2.) on the same strand, 3.) not a tandem 450 duplication based on BLAST (i.e. have less than 10% overlapping BLAST coordinates 451 calculated as a percentage of total length covered by BLAST hits; L1 / L2 < 0. 
Split-gene classification 455
Our classification method is based on the expectation that expression across the split 456 genes should be less consistent if the split (multiple) gene annotation is correct than if the 457 merged (single) gene annotation is correct. This implies two requirements: 1.) a metric that 458 distills expression differences across split genes and 2.) critical values from a null distribution 459 that specify values too large or small to be expected by chance. 460
For each gene we first calculated normalized expression (TPM) for every sequenced 461 tissue (i.e. library) by averaging across exons, filtering out any genes in which this average is 462 less than 0.01 (see Supp we then calculated the log 2 -fold change in expression across all split genes within the set. We 464 take the absolute value of this log 2 -fold change to erase the dependence on what is arbitrarily 465 chosen as numerator and denominator (if we do not take the absolute values, then the 466 distribution is centered on 0, as expected if expression is equivalent across split-genes; Supp. 467 Fig. 10 ). If more than two genes correspond to a single, merged gene, we then averaged 468 across all possible fold-change values to arrive at a single number summarizing expression 469 differences across the split genes within a single tissue. The final metric for the split-gene 470 candidate set is an average (across tissues and biological replicates) of these absolute log 2 -fold 471 changes, which we term M2f for "mean two-fold expression change across tissues." 472 candidates are classified based on whether they were initially annotated as split or merged for a 615 given genotype followed by the classification based on the M2f method. E.g. The "SS" box for 616 the B73 genotype are instances where multiple genes in B73 correspond to a single gene in 617 either PH207 or W22, and the multiple (split) genes of B73 were determined to be the correct 618 annotation. Outliers were removed on all plots. B.) Length and Distance between genes. C.) 619 AED calculated from MAKER-P for the B73 and PH207 annotations. For B73, multiple isoforms 620 were annotated, and we took the max AED across all isoforms for a given gene model. D.) 621 Number of IsoSeq cDNAss for genes in each category. Genes with no IsoSeq support were 622 excluded and shown separately as a proportion on the right. IsoSeq cDNAs were filtered for MQ 623 > 20 and for coverage of at least 75% of the longest transcript sequence. expression of each split-gene is compared to the one expression value from the single gene that 628 they correspond to. B.) Exemplar of differential expression misinference when two distinct 629 genes are incorrectly annotated as one. Expression differences (between immature ear and 630 anther) of component genes cancel out resulting in no differential expression for the single 631 27 rightmost gene. C.) Example of misinference for differential exon usage. Incorrect annotation as 632 a single gene in PH207 should be two genes (split at location demarcated with the red X) as 633 annotated in W22. Colored lines indicate separate tissues. D.) Median p-value across the per-634 exon tests of differential exon usage for each gene. Inflation of low p-values is observed when 635 distinct genes are incorrectly treated as a single, merged gene (Merged is not supported (MNS) 636 in Figure 4 ). 637
Supp. Figure 7 . Comparison of expression estimates across homologs. Incorrect split-gene 722 annotations (split is not supported (SNS) instead of split is supported (SS), according to Figure  723 4). For the incorrect split-gene annotations (SNS), expression of each split-gene is compared to 724 the expression value from the single gene model to which they correspond. Since the two split-725 genes actually correspond to the same underlying gene, we expect a strong correlation in 726 expression between these genes. 727 
